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An eclectic amalgam of jazz, rock, and techno music,blended into an exciting fusion of contemporary

sounds. 14 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Techno, ELECTRONIC: Experimental Details: Bob's versatility as

a musician, along with his love of all styles of music has enabled him to gain the valuable experience and

knowledge that allows him to offer his audiences a varied and exciting repertoire of music to suit all

tastes. Bob is a highly versatile musician and songwriter with many years of experience in a wide variety

of musical styles from R&B to C&W, Jazz, Ballads to Rock 'n' Roll. Born and raised in London, his

musical career has covered a wide range from gigging in clubs in the U.K., France, Spain, Italy and

Greece to involvement in music publishing. "Out of the darkness" Exciting, experimental, atmospheric,

fun, quirky, imaginative instrumental muzik. Ideal for film, TV. or pure enjoyment. An eclectic amalgam of

Jazz, rock, and techno music blended into a fine melange of musical exquisiteness. OUT OF THE

DARKNESS TRACK DETAILS. 1. EYES PIE - Fast paced horns to a "Rock" beat, orchestral strings,

saxophone, wet piano, jazz organ. 2. OUT OF THE DARKNESS - Haunting orchestral strings, crying

guitar, techno backbeat. 3. KOOLDUDE - Duelling jazz organs against techno backbeat, horn section and

swirling strings. 4. SPANISH HOMLETTE - Spanish guitars, techno beat, classic strings, kettledrums give

an urgent vibe to this track. 5. REBIRTH - Banging drum beat, crying "Rock" guitar, orchestral strings,

and synths'. 6. INCA BLUE - Pan pipes, hi-hat and bass drum, synths and choral voices. Dark. 7. I

SCREAM - Piano, choral voices, electric guitar, "Techno Rock" drum beat, piano  electric guitar

harmonies. 8. SPACEGNOME - Synthesised "jig" to hi-hat  bass drum back beat. 9. PONGO - Dance

beat pianos and "Moog" synths. 10. SUPERSTRADA - Driving bass, percussion and drums, jazz organ,

horn section, orchestral strings, saxophone. 11. SMOKEY JOES CAF - Jazz organ, saxophone, "wet"

piano, romantic strings, percussive beat. 12. DANCING BERBERS - Rock beat, driving horns, wailing
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guitar, percussion, jazz organ, orchestral strings, choral voices. 13. LAUGHING CICADA - Soprano

saxophone, trumpet, "wet" piano, horn section, "Rumba" beat, orchestral strings. Middle East meets

South America. 14. SUNSET BEACH - Bongos, piano, saxophone, orchestral strings, jazz organ, voices,

vibraphone, gentle driving beat.
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